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ABSTRACT

The interaction of a light beam with matter has varying degrees
of dependence on the transverse profile of the beam.
considered here.

Two topics are

The first topic, superfluorescence, involves the co

herent emission generated by an initially inverted two-level medium.
Calculations in the past have included either quantum fluctuations in
the initial conditions or transverse effects, but never both.

The

calculations presented here include both transverse effects and quantum
fluctuations.

The results of the theoretical calculations are in good

agreement with previous experimental results, both quantitatively in
terms of time delay averages and distributions and also qualitatively in
terms of pulse shapes.

The second topic considered, optical bistability,

involves devices which exhibit two stable output light intensities (a
high and a low branch) over a limited range of input light intensities.
Simulations performed here show the effect of diffraction, measured in
terms of the Fresnel number, on how much of the device becomes bistable.
It was found that for small Fresnel number cases, the entire device
becomes bistable.

For high Fresnel number cases, only part of the device

becomes bistable while the rest of the device remains low transmitting.
The results of an experiment performed are consistent with the simulations.

vii

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate certain radiationmatter interaction problems in which a transverse dimension is included.
Transverse dimensions are spatial directions perpendicular to the
direction of propagation of the radiation.

When a radiation propagation

problem is first investigated, the radiation wavefront is normallyassumed to be a uniform plane-wave, i.e., the wavefront has no trans
verse spatial dependence.

This paper presents the results of investi

gations into the effects of relaxing the uniform plane-wave assumption
in two cases of radiation-matter interaction.
The first topic investigated using computer simulations was the
effects of including transverse dimensions in superfluorescence.

As will

be described more fully later, superfluorescence deals with coherent
pulse evolution in an initially inverted medium.

The pulse is initiated

by spontaneous emission, which is modeled statistically.

Calculations

in the past have been done which included statistics, but did not in
clude transverse dimensions in the problem.

Conversely, calculations in

the past have been done which included transverse dimensions but did not
include statistical modeling of the initiation process.

The first part

of this paper presents the results of including both statistics and
transverse dimensions in the superfluorescence calculation.
1

The relaxing
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of the uniform plane-wave assumption and inclusion of statistics are
done in an attempt to improve the agreement between theory and experi
ment.
The second topic investigated using computer simulations and
experimentation was in the area of optical bistability.

Optical bi-

stability is a relatively new field in which a system with feedback of
some sort can output two stable values of light intensity for a single
value of the input light intensity.

Since this is a relatively new

field, there are some basic questions on the physics of the devices
which have not been answered.

Two of these questions are how far in the

transverse direction does the device exhibit bistability, and how does
changing the Fresnel number of the system affect the transverse varia
tions.

Transverse effects are believed to be important in optical bi

stability because most of the devices use a laser beam, which has a
nonuniform transverse profile, as input.
The two topics just discussed were chosen for this work because
of the current interest in the subjects as well as the similarities and
differences in the physics involved.
action of radiation and matter.

Both subjects deal with the inter

Both subjects are mathematically modeled

by using coupled Maxwell-Bloch equations.

Differences between the

subjects are that superfluorescence requires an initially inverted (gain)
medium, while optical bistability requires some type of nonlinear dis
persive or absorptive medium.

Bistability also requires some form of

optical feedback, while superfluorescence does not.

Thus these two

topics were investigated for this work because of their interest and the
breadth of experience they would supply.
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This paper is organized in the following manner:

Chapter 2

deals with the superfluorescence calculations, including a description
of the physics involved, the modeling and computer program used, and the
results and conclusions.

Chapter 3 discusses the calculations done in

optical bistability, including a description of the physics involved,
the model used, and the results and conclusions.

The final chapter

contains the description and results of an experiment studying trans
verse effects in optical bistability.

CHAPTER 2

SUPERFLUORESCENCE

Description of Superfluorescence
Superfluorescence (Dicke, 1954; Eberly and Rehler, 1969; Rehler
and Eberly, 1971; Bonifacio, Schwendimann and Haake, 1971; Bonifacio and
Lugiato, 1975a, 1975b; Skribanowitz et al., 1973; MacGillivray and Feld,
1976, 1981; Degiorgio, 1971) is the name given to the process whereby a
pulse of light is emitted from an initially inverted medium which has no
initial macroscopic polarization.
output pulse.

No input pulse is used to achieve this

The medium, which consists of two-level atoms, is prepared

initially in the upper state.

Under semiclassical theory, the medium

should remain forever in this inverted state.

However, because of

spontaneous emission, some of the atoms begin to decay, emitting radia
tion.

These emissions are in all directions.

If the medium is made so

that it is long and narrow, like a pencil, then the small polarization
induced by the spontaneously emitted radiation quantum drives a field
which grows significantly in only one dimension.

Therefore, once an atom

emits radiation such that the induced field travels down the long length
of the rod, then it experiences a large gain from the remainder of the
inverted system.
process.

Hence, superfluorescence is a cooperative, coherent

It is, in fact, at one of the coherent limits.

fields respond quickly compared to medium response times.
4

The radiation
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In order for superfluorescence to be a cooperative process, it
must occur in a time less than the relaxation times of the medium.
process is characterized by two times, the delay time
fluorescence time

The

and the super-

The delay time is the time between the inversion

of the medium and peak of the output pulse.

The superfluorescence time

is defined as
8 ir t
TR

=

3 n X2 L '

where tq = spontaneous lifetime of the inversion, n is the inversion
density, X is the emitted wavelength, and L is the length of the inverted
medium,

is roughly the time for a photon to be spontaneously emitted

along the length of the sample.

Hence the time requirements for super

fluorescence are

XR

<

TD <

T l*

T2

'

^

where T^ and T£ are medium relaxation times as will be discussed more
fully later.

Modeling of Superfluorescence
There are two separate portions to the modeling scheme of super
fluorescence used in this investigation.

The first is the modeling of

the initiation, which involves spontaneous emission and is therefore
quantum electrodynamical (QED) in nature.

The second part is the evolu

tion and propagation of the pulse along the length of the rod, which is
semiclassical.
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The initiation, as has been stated, depends upon the spontaneous
emission of the atoms initially in the upper state.

QED calculations

(Haake et al., 1979a; Polder, Schuurmans and Vrehen, 1979; Haake et al.,
1980; Haake et al., 1979b) have been done which describe the initiation
process.

Because of the magnitude of the number of atoms in a typical

superfluorescence experiment, it would be extremely difficult to in
corporate the QED calculations into a numerical simulation.

However, the

QED calculations have shown that the QED effects can be modeled statisti
cally in the following manner.
The medium interacts with the pulse radiation through the polari
zation of the medium generated by the radiation.

The polarization is not

present until spontaneous emission occurs, since a purely inverted medium
does not have a polarization.

Once some emission occurs along the

pencil, it polarizes the medium; this polarization serves as a source for
more emissions which further polarize the medium.

This process continues

in a self-consistent manner according to the Maxwell-Bloch equations,
thereby building the fields in the medium.

Because of the statistical

nature of the initiation process, the polarizations and fields generated
in repeated experiments with the same initial conditions are different.
These statistics are reflected in the QED calculations by the statistical
properties of the polarization operators.

The QED calculations have

shown, however, that there is no difference between applying the operators
in a purely quantum manner or in disregarding the QED nature of the
initiation and assuming that each part of the medium has a small classical
initial polarization with a specified variance to account for quantum
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fluctuations.

In other words, the quantum uncertainties contained in

the QED operators which describe the fluctuations of the polarization
are replaced by the uncertainties in the classical initial polarizations.
The initial polarization of the medium, then, contains all of the quantum
fluctuations of the process.

The remainder of the superfluorescence

process is deterministic and can be handled semiclassically.

By aver

aging over several simulations (or experiments), expectation values of
the quantum operators can be reproduced.

To describe the statistical

initialization of the polarization, the notion of a tipping angle is
introduced.

The tipping angle can be regarded as the fluctuation in the

Bloch vector that is produced by the polarization induced by the spon
taneous emission (see Fig. 1).

The tipping angle moves the vector off

of the w axis (w no longer equal to 1, but rather a smaller value), from
which the stimulated emission process can be handled semiclassically.
Initially, for an inverted medium, w=l.
it will remain in this state forever.

If nothing perturbs the system,
By introducing the perturbations

of spontaneous emissions in the form of tipping angles, the system
follows the semiclassical Maxwell-Bloch equations of motion.

Since the

tipping angle is tied to the initial polarization, the tipping angle also
varies in a statistical manner.

The problem now is to find the values

for the initial tipping angle in a method consistent with the statistics
(McCall, 1981).
The distribution of the magnitude of the polarization is based
on the QED calculations (Haake et al., 1979a, 1979b; Polder et al., 1979;
Haake et al., 1980).

It is given by

8

Figure 1.

Bloch polarization vector showing the u, v, and w components.
Tipping angle 0 and phase angle <|> are also shown. In the
case of no polarization, the vector points along the +w axis.

[e"(u

P(u,v)du dv =

+V

^ 4 ^]du dv ,

(3)

where P is the probability magnitude, u and v are the in-phase dispersive
and quadrature absorptive components associated with the Bloch vector,
and N is the number of atoms in the sample.
Gaussian goes as 1/N.

Note that the width of the

This expression can be written in a slightly

different form as follows.

u2+v2 = 1-w2

Based on the definition of ithe Bloch vector,*

.

(4)

In terms of the tipping angle 0 shown in Fig. 1, w = cos 0.

This gives

u 2 + v 2 = 1 - cos20
= sin20
% e2

for small 0.

,

(5)

Hence Eq. (3) can be rewritten as

P(02)d02 = 4^-e"02/(4/N-) d02

.

(6)

Note that the averaged value of 02 is given by
IT

<02>

=

02 P(02) d02 = i

as specified in the QED calculations.

(7)

The probability of a tipping angle

having magnitude less than or equal to 0Q is given by

2

10

2

ez
0

0
e -0

P(e2)de = ^

2 /(4/N)

d02

e2

- ^ (-4/N) e "

=

i _

02

/^

°

e -9o/(4/N)

which is a number between 0 and 1.

C»)

Since the tipping angle probability

can take on any of these values between 0 and 1, Eq. (8) can be set
equal to a random number whose value is between 0 and 1.

Equivalently,

one can set the value of the exponential equal to a random number between
1 and 0.

Then
e-0

2/(4/N)

_vl .

= Nr

0o/(4/N)

nr

=> £n (1/Nd) = 62/(4/N)
K
0

=> e
0

= —
/N

Vln (l/N )

.

(9)

r

Eq. (9) gives a method of determining the initial tipping angles in a
manner consistent with the distribution described in Eq. (6).
There is another initiation parameter which needs to be con
sidered, and that is the parameter <f> which was not present in Eq. (6)
because the polarization had no special dependence on the <j> variable
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shown in Fig. 1.

That is, the Bloch vector could "slide" down any great

circle of the sphere.

Hence, the value of <|> can uniformly take on any

value between 0 and 2ir.
So, the initiation of the superfluorescence pulse can be done by
modeling the initial polarization in a statistical manner rather than by
considering spontaneous emission.

Effectively, this is the same as

modeling the system as having deterministic dynamics but with random
Then one can deal with the semiclassical Bloch

initial conditions.

equations rather than the operator equations generated in a completely
quantum treatment.

It should be noted that the fluctuations in the out

put which used to be due to the quantum uncertainties are now due to the
random nature of the initial polarization.

Note also that ensemble

averages of the output pulses, both in the experiments and the simula
tions, correspond to the expectation values obtained using the QED calcu
lations.
Once the initiation process described above has occurred, the
remainder of the calculation can be handled semiclassically.

This

involves using Maxwell-Bloch equations of motion which describe how the
first radiation quantum that is emitted down the length of the sample
affects the inverted medium.

These equations are derived from the

density matrix equations of motion which in turn are derived from
Schrodinger's equation.

The Maxwell-Bloch equations are (Allen and

Eberly, 1975; McCall and Hahn, 1969)

u = AOJV -

w - u/T2

(10a)
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(10b)

u ET - (w+l)/Ti

2irmNp

3E
DZ

(10c)

g(Au))Q(Aio)d(Au)),

(10d)

where u, v, and w are the components of the Bloch vector, Aoi is the
difference between the applied field and the atomic frequency, E„ and E Y
R
I
are the real and imaginary parts of the slowly varying complex electric
field, Tj is the decay time from the inverted state, T2 is the dipole
dephasing time, y is the dipole transition matrix element, g(Aui) is the
lineshape function of the medium, Q=u(Aco)-iv(Aoj), N is the number of
atoms in the medium, V is the volume of the medium, F is the Fresnel
number, L is the length of the medium, and n is the background refractive
index.

For the calculations in this paper, inhomogeneous broadening of

the medium was neglected.

This was justified since the main purpose

was to reproduce the data from an experiment in which inhomogeneous
broadening was not significant.

Also, it was assumed that Aio=0, i.e.,

the applied field was on resonance with the atomic line.
approximations, g(Aco) = 6(Aw).

U = -

*

=

U /T 2

-

^ ER

W

Ei

"

W = IH- V E R *

With these

Eqs. (10) reduce to

v

V/T 2

E 1 U - (w+l)/T!

(11a)

(lib)

(11c)
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3E

i

iTz " 4FL

„ 2 c . 1 3#
T
c 3t

=

-i2mo N

r , , . , ..i

"rTc - V ^ ( u (°) - 1 V ( 0 )J

•

C"d)

Since the field is fast with respect to the atoms, it can be considered
to always be in equilibrium.

Hence, E=0.

Using this substitution and

letting n=inversion density, Eqs. (11) can be further modified to yield
(Mattar et al., 1981)

FT + £ = V n *

ap

..2

<12a>

U + ^ - = - Real(Pff*/ft)

(12b)

E - m V ' - T ' :

( 1 2 c )

OT

p

L^

where P=-iNp[u(o)-iv(o))/V is the slowly varying complex polarization
amplitude, and T=t-z/c is the retarded time.
equations used in the present simulations.

This is the form of the

These equations can be

integrated numerically; they then describe the pulse evolution in the
sample as a function of the retarded time, the distance along the length
of the sample, and the transverse distance.
The following assumptions were made in the calculations per
formed.

First a transverse spatial dependence was assumed in the form

of a Gaussian inversion density in the medium.

A Gaussian dependence

was assumed because the medium in the experiment was initially inverted
by a laser.

It is this nonuniform density that makes the plane wave

solution of the superfluorescence problem only an approximation rather
than an exact solution.

Radial symmetry was also assumed, i.e., it was
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assumed that all directions perpendicular to the direction of propaga
tion were the same.

This assumption was made to limit computational

time and memory storage.

While this assumption eliminates transverse

mode competition, the effects should not be significant for Fresnel
numbers on the order of one or less.

Other work (MacGillivray and Feld,

1976) has shown that interference between forward and backward evolving
pulses is very small for the normal circumstances found in most experi
ments.

Therefore, these effects were neglected in this study.
These simulations were done in an attempt to reproduce the re

sults of experiments in superfluorescence done with cesium vapor (Gibbs,
Vrehen and Hikspoors, 1977; Vrehen and der Weduwe, in press).
the material parameters associated with cesium were used.

Therefore,

No input

pulse was used to start the process, only the statistically modeled
quantum initiation was used.

Two values of Fresnel number for the beam

were used, F=1 and F=l/ir.

Discussion of Computer Simulation Program
The program used to produce the simulations of superfluorescence
numerically integrated the Maxwell-Bloch equations (Mattar, 1981).

The

output consisted of curves that showed intensity at the output end of the
medium as a function of time and radial distance.

Other output curves

showed intensity as a function of time by integrating over the transverse
dimension.

These last curves are what a large aperture detector at the

end of the medium would see.

The coordinates over which the Maxwell-

Bloch equations were solved numerically consisted of the three independent
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variables p, z, and T , where p was the transverse dimension, z was the
longitudinal propagation direction, and t was the retarded time defined
by T=t-z/v, with v being the speed of light in the medium.

The numerical

integration was done between specified step intervals in each of these
dimensions.

In the p direction, 29 steps were used, in the z direction,

281 steps were used, and in the T direction, 64 steps were used.
step size was uniform in the z direction.

The

However, in an effort to

minimize computational time and machine memory size required, the step
sizes in the p and t dimensions were made nonuniform.

By using non

uniform step sizes, it was possible to obtain adequate resolution with
out encountering excessive machine time and memory requirements.

The

nonuniform steps were generated in such a way that the step size was
minimal in the area around the peak of the superfluorescence pulse,
while the step was made large in the calculations of the tail of the
pulse.

The selective step sizing ensured that maximum calculational

effort was made in the areas of interest, while minimal calculations
were performed in the areas that were of little significance.

Note that

in order to make use of this technique, it was necessary to know in
advance the areas of interest of the parameters.

Hence, this method

would not work well if the output would have been completely unknown.
The step sizes used are shown in Table 1.

As can be seen, the step sizes

are smallest in the regions of smallest time and smallest radial dis
placement.

This is appropriate since the fields change most rapidly at

small p and t.

Table 1.

Value of the grid coordinates in the p and t directions.
There are 29 p grid points and 69 T grid points.

.I459027E+00
Q .3|J7870E*00
.55579J3F+00
e.
,92«0272E*0t
.J88632JF+02
,29||532E*B2
.4056839E*02
.54|473«E»02
a7|tl56S0E*02
,1000000E»03

T

17B57|«E<0I
|65|I|BE*00
33®|099E*00
59B988IE+BW
1i54R61E«01
I045499E+02
2009939E+02
3046748E+02
42I2344E*02
36n723*E*02
7456795E»B2
10S2374E+03

.3374923E-0I
,|S46905E*00
,3fc358(>lE*0B
.6479842E*0B
,SSnH685E»0l
,1I6349BE«02
,2I34664E*02
.3183927E+02
,437I3R0E«02
,Sa06379E*02
,T744100E*02
,|112336E*03

.5S7|I7IE«BI
,20469B4E*8II
,39B4B89E*0ft
•70494I7E+00
.1SM4J9E+01
.I282089E+02
,22605B6E*B2
,3323209E*B2
.4333978E+02
,60I28J7E»02
,8030009Et0?
all8267fcE*03

H7lt.ll
2B02E+BB
B|70E*B0
4767E*0B
T8?2liei
I339E«02
7.796E«B2
4742E*02
Bt72E»*2
7335E*02
7553E+02
8066E+03

B499384E.0I
2462t94E«BB
4491B99E»BB

*,IB839B3e«flB
,267989»E*BB
,48lt7l4E«BB

,l<Tai|7E«BB
iI9|4S8BC48S
,3|70B53E«0B

IRSUIT.FI
|52I3|3E«82
ISI639BE»B2
S6B8490E+B2
487l718Et82
MSBBBBEtBS
87S0537E+02
I377269E*B3

.6944I93E«B1
,1M2B89E*02
,2MH71E«U
•3755227E*B2
ISB4749SC«B2
.6ftB4|77EtBI
.1!|]93(E»M
,1524933E»BS

( 8M021EE«B|
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After the grid coordinate system was defined, the value of the
initial gain coefficient was calculated at each grid point in p.

The

coefficient was generated by

G = Gq e"(p/po^2

(13)

where Gq was the plane-wave gain constant.
With all of the necessary parameters generated, the Maxwell-Bloch
equations were integrated numerically.
corrector method was used.

A second order predictor-

The second order method needed the knowledge

of the fields and the medium characteristics (u,v,w) in the previous two
steps in z.

Hence, before an iterative procedure could be used, it was

necessary to generate the field and material values in the first two z
steps.

At the first z step, a routine was called which generated the

value of the tipping angle 0q and the orientation angle if) of the Bloch
vector in the statistical manner described earlier.

Note that now Eq.

(9) is replaced by

0* = 4= /*n(l/N R )
0
R
/N1

,

(14)

where N1 is the number of atoms in the i^ z-p grid cell and 0^ is the
tipping angle for that cell.

This ensures that

= 4/N as before.

Once these values were generated, the Bloch vector components for that
particular grid cell were determined from

u = sin 0 cos d>
o
o

(15a)

v = sin 0

o

sin <f>T

(15b)

w = cos 0
o

(15c)

The values of the medium parameters were then calculated for all time
steps at each of the p's in the z plane.

The derivatives of the radia

tion field parameters with respect to the spatial coordinates were then
calculated.

After this, the program moved to the second z step.

A

similar process was done there, and the program moved to the third z
step.

At that step, the second order method to predict the values of

the fields could be used.

From there on out, the process was the same,

with the Bloch vector being initialized at each point in the spatial
grid using the statistical method.

Then the value of the field and

medium parameters were calculated for all time at all p grid points at
a specific z.
traversed.

This process continued until the entire medium had been

At the end of the medium, the values of the field intensity

were calculated at each T and p point, and the results were plotted.
Then, the field intensity was integrated in the transverse dimension,
and a plot of field intensity versus x for the last z step was made.
This would complete one "trajectory," or simulation.

The program then

could go back to the beginning and repeat the process as many times as
requested to output as many trajectories as required.

Results of the Simulations
The first simulations performed were to test the program in the
plane-wave case.

The results were compared with results of other

plane-wave simulations (Haake et al., 1979a, 1979b, 1980; Polder et al.,
1979) that had been performed.

The plane-wave case was simulated by

setting the number of transverse grid points to 1 and removing the
diffraction term from the Maxwell-Bloch Eqs. (12).

The results of

Haake et al. (1979a, 1979b, 1980) are shown in Figs. 2a, b, c.

These

results came from simulations (using the parameters of the cesium
experiment, Gibbs et al., 1977) in which quantum fluctuations were in
cluded but transverse dimensions were not.

The quantum fluctuations

were introduced through random initial polarizations.

Because of the

fluctuations, there is not a single delay time, but rather a distribu
tion of delay times.

This distribution, Fig. 2c, can be seen to be

approximately Gaussian; it consists of 705 trajectories.
tion has a standard deviation of about 12%.

The distribu

The output for the 705

trajectories was averaged, and the results are shown in Fig. 2b.
typical single trajectory is shown in Fig. 2a.
pulsing, called ringing, in Figs. 2a and 2b.
as follows.

A

Note the repeated

This has been explained

The medium is initially in the upper state.

As the pulse,

which was started from spontaneous emission, propagates through the
sample, it stimulates the rest of the medium to radiate cooperatively.
However, once the leading edge of the pulse has past a point in the
medium, that point is in the ground state and now ready to act as an
absorber.

The medium absorbs energy from the trailing part of the pulse

which re-inverts the medium.
ringing structure.

The medium then re-radiates, producing the

This ringing was first discussed by Burnham and Chiao

(1969) and is therefore called Burnham-Chiao ringing.

Note that even the
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Figure 2.

Results of superfluorescence simulations from Haake et al.
(1979a, 1979b, 1980).
These results show the effects of quantum fluctuations with
no transverse dimension.
(a) Typical single trajectory.
(b) Average of over 700 trajectories.
(c) Distribution of delay times.

average of hundreds of single trajectory pulses does not do much to get
rid of the ringing.
trajectory.

Hence strong ringing should be observed in a single

However, the experiments performed by Gibbs et al. (1977)

with cesium vapor produced no such ringing structure.

It is because of

this discrepancy that transverse dimensions are being included in the
simulations.
As was stated, the first simulations for this work were done in
the plane-wave limit to compare with the previous work.

The results of

the plane-wave simulations using the cesium parameters are shown in
Figs. 3a, b, c.

It can be seen that the distribution of delay times,

Fig. 3a, is similar to that produced by Haake et al. (1979a, 1979b, 1980).
The mean delay time of 57 trajectories is 9.47 ns, and the standard
deviation of the distribution is 9.9 +1.3%, which compares favorably
with the 12% standard deviation of the 705 trajectories of Haake et al.
Note that a typical single trajectory, shown in Fig. 3b, displays strong
ringing and that the average of several trajectories, Fig. 3c, still
displays strong ringing.

The good agreement between the results from

this simulation and those obtained in Haake et al.'s work served as an
important check of the statistical and plane-wave aspects of the program.
However, the problem of simulated ringing versus no ringing in experi
mental results still persisted.
To ensure that the program was correctly handling the transverse
energy flow, i.e., diffraction, a simulation was run using an "empty
cavity."

(Actually, this was prompted by some unusual results, as will

be discussed more fully later.)

The amplifier portion of the program
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Results of present superfluorescence simulations.
These results show the effects of quantum fluctuations with
no transverse dimensions.
(a) Delay time distribution.
(b) Typical single trajectory.
(c) Average of 14 trajectories.

was removed by setting Gq=0.

This basically made the medium a cavity in

which a pulse could propagate.
with a known width.

A sample input pulse was initialized

The pulse was allowed to propagate the length of

the sample, and the width of the output was obtained.

The output width

was compared with the width the pulse should have assuming that it had
propagated according to the standard Gaussian propagation equations.
was found that the widths compared to within 1%.

It

Therefore, it appeared

that the diffraction effects were being handled properly in the program.
The first run with transverse dimensions included in the calcu
lations was made without using quantum fluctuations.

The results then

could be compared with previous simulations performed by Mattar et al.
(1981).

The fluctuations were removed by assuming that every spatial

grid coordinate had the same initial tipping angle and orientation
angle.
work.

A Fresnel number of one was used to correspond with the earlier
The parameters of the cesium experiment, except for one, were

used in the simulation.

The one parameter not matched with the experi

ment was the inversion density.

Mattar et al. (1981) have shown that

the cesium data could be better reproduced by using a density of n =
1.8*10*''' atoms/cm"^ rather than the experimental value of 7.6*10*^ atoms/
cm

(+60%, -40%).

This convention was therefore adopted.

of this simulation are shown in Fig. 4a.
shown in Fig. 4b.
sults.

The results

Mattar et al. results are

Comparison of the two figures shows very similar re

It can be seen that with just the inclusion of the transvierse

dimension and no fluctuations the amount of ringing is greatly reduced
in the integrated plot, while the ringing is still strongly present
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(a)
Figure 4.

Results of simulation with transverse dimensions but no quantum
fluctuations, Fresnel number equal to 1.
(a)

Results of simulations performed for this paper. Upper
curve is the integration of the lower curve over the
transverse dimension. The dotted line represents data
from the cesium experiment in Gibbs, Vrehen and Hikspoors
(1977). Note the strong ringing on-axis in the 3dimensional plot.
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(b)
Figure 4-Continued
(b)

Results of simulations reported in Mattar et al,
(1981). These results obtained by integrating
over the transverse dimension.
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on-axis in the 3-dimensional plot.

Hence, a large aperture detector

would see little ringing while a small detector in the center of the
output beam would see strong ringing.
Next, simulations were run including both transverse dimensions
and quantum fluctuations.

Figures 5a-d show several of the 12 tra

jectories that were made with Fresnel number=l.
plots of the nonlinear mesh given in Table 1.

The curves are linear

Therefore, the size

between neighboring steps in p and T are not uniform.

Note first that

the 3-dimensional curves are no longer smooth in the transverse
direction as the no-fluctuation curve was.

It is hypothesized that the

rapid transverse variations were due to the random statistics of the
polarization and the fact that, for Fresnel number=l, diffraction is not
strong enough to couple strongly the individual annular rings modeled in
the program.

(It was at this point that the diffraction test discussed

earlier was done to ensure that the program was handling it properly.)
To further test the hypothesis, it was decided to make some runs with
Fresnel number of 1/TT.

By using this smaller Fresnel number, the beam

would correspondingly have a smaller diameter, which would increase
diffraction.

It was hoped that the increased diffraction would couple

the individual rings more strongly, thereby reducing the transverse
variations.

It is not believed that the transverse variations affect

the time delays or the integrated plots.

Before going on to the F=l/ir

results, a few more points need to be made for the F=1 case.

It can be

seen in Figs. 5a-d that the strong ringing that was prevalent in the
3-dimensional plots of the no-fluctuations case is reduced.

Also it can

Figure 5.

Typical trajectories for simulation with both transverse dimensions and quantum fluctua
tions included, Fresnel number=l.
(a)

Initial polarization as described in text.

to

I

20

Figure 5.—Continued
(b)

Same conditions as in (a) except initial polarization.

Figure 5.—Continued
(c)

Same conditions as in (a) and (b) except different initial polari
zation.
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(d)
Figure 5.—Continued
(d)

Same conditions as in
polarization.

and (c) except for different initial

04
O
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be seen that in most trajectories, the integrated output curves have
significantly reduced tails with less ringing evident than in the nofluctuation case.
symmetrical.

In several trajectories, the pulse is very nearly

This agrees well with the results of the cesium experi

ments in which symmetrical pulses were frequently seen, as well as
pulses with larger tails.

The average time delay for the 13 runs of the

F=1 case was 7.9 ns with a standard deviation cr=1.03 ns (see Fig. 6).
This compares favorably with the experimental value of 9.1 ns.
Similar results are shown for the F=1/TT case in Figs. 7a-d and
Fig. 8.

Figure 7a shows the no-fluctuations case for this Fresnel

number, and Figs. 7b through d show various typical trajectories of the
16 runs for this Fresnel number.

As was predicted, the transverse

variations in the output profile were reduced by increasing the diffrac
tion.

Hence, it would appear that if a finer radial mesh were used in

all the calculations, the rapid transverse variations would disappear,
leaving more slowly varying transverse changes that would be physically
significant.

The average delay time for the F=l/ir case is 9.3 ns with

a=.671 ns (see Fig. 8).
Figures 6 and 8 show the delay distribution for the calculations
performed, F=1 and 1/ir respectively.

a=13.0 ±3.6%

F=1

0=1.2 ±1.8%

F=1/tt

The results are:

These results compare with 10 ±2% measured by Vrehan and der Weduwe for
the F=.8 case in recent experiments with cesium vapor.
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Figure 6.

Delay time distribution for the Fresnel number=l case.

Figure 7.

Results of simulation with transverse dimensions for the Fresnel number=l/u case.
(a)

No quantum fluctuations included.

w

Figure 7.—Continued
(b)

Quantum fluctuations included.

Figure 7.—Continued
(c)

Same conditions as in (b) except different initial polarization.
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Figure 7.—Continued
(d)

Same conditions as in (b) and (c) except different initial polarization.
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Figure 8.

Delay time distribution for the Fresnel number=l/ir case.

Conclusions
Experiments in superfluorescence using cesium vapor have shown
single-pulse output with a distribution of delay times.

Simulations

using quantum fluctuation statistics alone predicted a strong ringing
structure, and also agreement with the experimental data was not very
good.

Simulations using transverse effects alone showed no ringing and

agreement with the experiments was good.
simulation output pulses were too long.

However, the tails of the
The simulations using both

transverse effects and quantum fluctuations presented here achieve better
agreement than transverse effects alone in that the tails are reduced.
The distribution of delay times agree favorably with the distributions
obtained in experiments.

The good agreement is consistent with other

studies indicating two-way pulse propagation effects and inhomogeneous
broadening effects are small for the cesium experiment.

The physics of

the superfluorescence pulse and its fluctuations now seems well under
stood.

CHAPTER 3

OPTICAL BISTABILITY SIMULATIONS

Background
Simply stated, optical bistability deals with optical systems
which exhibit the characteristic that for a given input intensity, the
device has two stable output intensities.
relatively new field of optics.

It is receiving a great deal of at

tention, however, for several reasons.
interesting physical problem.

Optical bistability is a

One reason is that it is an

It is also a problem that has several

possible practical applications (Gibbs, McCall and Venkatesan, 1976,
1979, 1980; Gibbs et al., 1979; McCall, 1978; McCall and Gibbs, 1978;
McCall et al., 1975; Shank, Ippen and Shapiro, 1978; Smith and Tomlinson,
1981; Smith, Turner and Maloney, 1978; Smith and Miller, 1981; Miller,
Smith and Johnston, 1979; Venkatesan and McCall, 1977).

Some of these

applications are as an optical memory, an optical discriminator, an
optical transistor, and, in combinations, as an optical flip-flop.
Hence, the potential is very good for these devices to create all optical
systems.

It is primarily for this reason that the subject is receiving

so much attention.
There are two basic types of optical bistability; these are
absorptive bistability and dispersive bistability.

While the details of

the phenomena are different in each case, both have two things in common.
39
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In each case, the device must have some kind of feedback in order to
achieve bistability.

Also each type depends on the nonlinear inter

action of light with some medium to produce the bistable effect.
Absorptive bistability depends on the ability of the medium to
be saturated.

The bistability results from the fact that the absorption

characteristics of the medium depend upon the intensity of the field in
the medium.

Consider as an example of such a device a Fabry-Perot

cavity filled with some sort of saturable medium.

The equation govern

ing the transmission through such a cavity is

aL/cos0

(16)

where 1^ is the transmitted intensity, 1^ is the input intensity, R is
the reflectance of the cavity mirrors (assumed to be the same for each
mirror), A is the loss due to interactions at each surface, T is the
transmittance, cxL is the absorption in one pass through the cavity, 0
is the angle that the light makes with respect to the mirror normals
inside the cavity, 6 is the round trip phase shift, and R'= R e

a ^/ cose

#

For saturable absorbers, aL depends upon the intensity of the field in
the cavity.

For a homogeneously broadened medium, the dependence is

given by
a ° L
•
•" L -1 • I/I
s

(17)

where aQL is the zero field value for the absorption per unit length,
and I

is the saturation intensity.
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Initially, when a field is first applied to the device, aL=a0L,
which can be large enough to not allow much transmission as determined
by Eq. (16).

As the input intensity increases, the value of aL de

creases causing a corresponding increase in It.

Under certain con

ditions, the device rapidly becomes highly transmitting.
said to "turn on," or "switch up."

The device is

If, after the device is turned on,

the input intensity is lowered slowly, the reverse of the above happens;
the device "switches off."

However, switch off does not occur at the

same intensity as switch on.

Since the transmission was high, the

intracavity intensity It/T was very large since 1^% 1^.
considerable intensity in the device.

Thus there is

This intensity does not let the

medium "unsaturate" as quickly as it saturated.

The device remains

highly transmitting so that most of the input gets into the cavity, even
for input intensities that were poorly transmitting in the earlier case.
A plot of such an experiment would yield the familiar hysteresis curve
shown in Fig. 9.
Dispersive bistability works in a similar fashion to the process
just described; however, it depends on a medium with a nonlinear index
of refraction rather than a saturable absorption.
and the input (usually a laser) are detuned.

Initially, the device

Therefore the device is

fairly low transmitting, depending upon the detuning and the finesse of
the device.

Figure 10 shows I

as a function of frequency for R=.5.

Now, the complex susceptibility of the intracavity medium is given by

42

It

switch
down

Figure 9.

switch
up

Hysteresis loop depicting optical bistability.
Note the rapid changes of intensity at the switchup and switch-down points.

FP

Figure 10.

Transmission of a Fabry-Perot cavity as a function of fre
quency.
Initially the frequency of the laser
is detuned from the
peak transmission of the cavity Vpp. Because of the nonlinear
medium in the cavity, the value of vpp will shift as the input
intensity changes, thereby allowing the transmitted intensity
to change.
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Hence, as the intracavity field intensity changes, so does the optical
path length in the cavity.
cavity transmits highly.

This in turn changes the frequency that the

As the cavity intensity rises, the peak

transmission frequency is moved until it moves just beyond the input
frequency, at which point the device becomes highly transmitting.

If

the input intensity is slowly decreased, the peak transmission frequency
again begins to shift.

However, because of the large intracavity

intensity, the peak does not shift away (turn off) at the same intensity
as it switched on.

The large intracavity intensity keeps the index

shifted from its zero-field value.

The result is to again trace out a

hysteresis loop similar to the one in Fig. 9.

Model of Optical Bistability
The model of optical bistability used (Bonifacio and Lugiato,
1976, 1978a, 1978b; Bonifacio, Gronchi and Lugiato, 1979; Gronchi and
Lugiato, 1980) contains both the absorptive and the dispersive effects
just discussed.

Since optical bistability deals with matter-light

interactions, just like superfluorescence, the same coupled MaxwellBloch equations can be used to describe the phenomena (see Eqs. 10).
Following the notation suggested in the work done by Bonifacio and
Lugiato, the following substitutions are made:

P(Aio) =

E = Y/2 E

[v(Aui)+iu(Aa))]
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n = l

Yll = 1/T, ;

Yl = 1/T,

g = 4T7(Doy/V

,

(19)

where P is the complex polarization, A is the population difference, N
is the total number of atoms in the medium, and V is the volume.

With

these substitutions in Eqs. (10) the Maxwell-Bloch equations become

^

=

TT " frl-iAw)p

(20a)

A = £ (EP* + E*P)/2 - y n (A - N/2)

*

+ C I! "

4^ V

E = "g

P(Ato)g(Ao))d(Aiu)

These equations can be readily solved in the steady state.
case, P=E=A=0.

(20b)

(20c)

In this

Then Eqs. (20) take on the form of

MM -

(21.)

t

' W "^

ai - - r - x

/' SCTfo)*

xi

•

J^-E

;

where

^ l l Yi

<21b)

<21c>
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XI =

d(4u)

p 1 4iro)„y N
hYi C
V
2

=

:

'

The wave equation, Eq. (21c), can be simplified for the present case.
Considering a homogeneously broadened medium, then the shape factor g(Aio)
is defined as:
g(Au) = 6(Au-Au°)

.

(22)

In this case, Eq. (21c) can be modified to

dz

= ~2~

X

X

'

where X is defined as

X

_
l+iAm°/vi
" 1+(A0 3 / Yi)2+X2
u

(24)

*

If the field in the cavity is assumed to be slowly varying over a small
interval AL, then Eq. (23) can be integrated by assuming X(z),% X(L) =
constant.

Then,
-a
X(L+AL)-X(L) %

X L X(L)

(25a)

-A
•X(L+AL) JS X(L) +

X L X(L)

-a
% X ( L )[ 1 + ^ X L ] .

(25b)

(25c)

Equation (25c) gives a method to find the fields in the cavity while
propagating through an absorptive/dispersive medium.
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Program Used in Calculations
The assumption was made that the medium responds quickly with
respect to the field.
the field.

In this limit, the atoms instantaneously follow

Hence the atomic parameters (u,v,w) can be eliminated.

Maxwell-Bloch equations reduce to just the propagation Eq. (25c).

The
The

simulations were done for the case of a ring cavity so that standingwave effects could be ignored.
The geometry of the cavity is shown in Fig. 11.

The program used

(Belie, 1979; Lax, Louisell and McKnight, 1975; Agrawal and Lax, 1979) to
propagate the fields through the cavity can be broken into three basic
parts.

The first is the free space propagation of the input field to the

nonlinear medium.

The second part is the propagation through the medium.

The last part is the free space propagation back to the start of the ring
cavity.
The free space propagation follows the wave equation, in the
steady state, of
8E
i
3^ n — n
3^" " 4FL ^ E " °

(26)

*

Note that only one transverse dimension was used in the calculations.
To solve Eq. (26), the Fourier transform is taken with respect to the
transverse coordinate.

The equation is solved in the transform space

for the transverse coordinate, and then the inverse transform is used to
get the result back to normal spatial coordinates.

The result is that

computer core storage and computational time are greatly reduced.
method is made rapid by using Fast Fourier Transform methods.

This
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Figure 11.

Geometry of ring cavity used in the simulations.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Field at the left hand mirror is made up of the
input field and the field reflected from the
right hand mirror and free space propagated back
to the left hand mirror.
Free space propagation of the field to the non
linear medium.
Stepping through the medium by modifying the field
at each medium sheet and free space propagating
between the sheets.
Free space propagation of the field to the right
hand mirror.
The field leaving the right hand mirror is
partially transmitted and partially reflected
back to the left hand mirror.
Free space propagation of the field from the right
hand mirror to the left hand mirror.
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The medium propagation can be handled in much the same way as
the free space propagation if the following addition is made.

It is

assumed that the medium can be represented by a series of very thin gain
sheets separated by free space.

Then, the free-space propagator can be

used to propagate between the sheets, each of which essentially take no
space in the propagation direction.
modified using Eq. (25c).

At each gain sheet, the fields are

Hence, there is free space propagation from

the input plane to the first gain sheet located, say, at Zq.

Then, the

fields are modified using Eq. (25c).

They free-space propagate to the

next gain sheet, a distance Az away.

Then Eq. (25c) is used again to

determine the field E(ZQ+AZ) from E(Zq).
the entire medium is traversed.

This process is repeated until

Then the fields at the end of the

medium are free space propagated back to the input plane where they are
modified by additional input.
cavity reaches a steady state.

The entire procedure continues until the
When this occurs, the values of the

input and the output are recorded for each transverse coordinate for
future plotting.

Then the value of the input is incremented and the

process repeats itself.

The program loops through a specified number of

input values, then, after having reached the maximum input value, it
descends back down the input values.
can be traced out.

In this way, the bistability loop

After all the input points have been processed, the

bistability loops at specified transverse points are plotted out.
a loop in which the input and output have been integrated over the
transverse dimension is also plotted out.

Also,

Results of the Calculations
The basic purpose of these calculations was to investigate how
far a bistable device turns on in the transverse direction.

Since most

of the work to date has been done for plane-wave input, the questions of
how much of the device becomes bistable and what effect diffraction has
have not been answered.

One would expect that the Fresnel number of the

system would play an important role because of its presence in the dif
fraction term in Eq. (26).

Because of the Fresnel number dependence,

calculations were run at several Fresnel numbers.

The Fresnel number is

defined as p2/AL, where p is the half-width at half maximum of the input
beam, X is the wavelength of the input, and L is the length of the
sample through which the beam travels.

Now, since the beam is in a

cavity, the value of L is not just the length of the cavity, but rather
the length which the beam travels in the cavity.

Since the beam makes

several passes, the total length the beam travels is actually several
times the length of the cavity.

A measure of the number of passes that

the beam would make is given by the finesse of the cavity, defined as
irt/R/(1.-R), where R is the reflectance of each of the two mirrors,
assumed to be equal.
30.

Then for a cavity with Rl^.9, the finesse is

Using an effective Fresnel number defined as p2/AL' where L'=

finesse*length of cavity, the calculations were performed for effective
Fresnel numbers of .002, .02, .2, 2., and 20.
The results presented here are meant to be mostly qualitative,
indicating trends rather than actual values.

Figures 12a, b, c, d, e

show the transmitted field as a function of the input field to the
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765

Results of simulations of optical bistability including
transverse dimensions.
Plots show output intensity integrated over the transverse
dimension as a function of the input intensity integrated
over the transverse dimension.
(a) Fresnel number=.002.
(b) Fresnel number=.02.
(c) Fresnel number=.2.
(d) Fresnel number=2. The curve is not smooth because the
cavity had not reached steady state when the calcula
tions stopped.
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Figure 12.--Continued
(e)

Fresnel number=20.
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cavity, where the output has been integrated over the transverse di
rection.

As can be seen, all of the outputs exhibit bistability to

varying degrees.

The smaller effective Fresnel number cases show larger

loops and abrupt switching between neighboring input intensity increments
while the larger effective Fresnel number cases show smaller loops and
more gradual switching.
Fg££=2 case.

Note the jumbled plot in Fig. 12d for the

The reason this plot is so jumbled is that for this

particular case, the calculations were truncated before the cavity had
reached steady state.

The convergence to the steady state was much,

much slower than in any of the other cases.
may never be reached at all.

Indeed, the steady state

This case will be discussed more later.

Figures 13-16 show the output at various transverse coordinates
for the different effective Fresnel numbers.

As can be seen, for small

effective Fresnel numbers (.002 and .02), the device turns on (i.e.,
exhibits bistability) in the transverse direction beyond points where
the input has fallen to less than 1% of its peak value.

Diffraction is

strong enough to couple the device together so that it responds as a
unit.

This coupled response can also be seen in the fact that all points

in the transverse direction switch on and off at the same increment in
input intensity.

Because the entire device switches on at the same time,

the integrated curve shows sharp switching.
As one moves to large effective Fresnel numbers (20), the results
change.

The device no longer switches completely, but rather only part

of the device exhibits bistability while the remainder of the device re
mains low transmitting.

The large effective Fresnel number reduces
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Figure 13.

Plots of the output intensity as a function of the input
intensity at various transverse points for Fresnel number=

.002.
The half maximum of the input occurs at about step 7.
(a) On-axis point.
(b) 5 steps off.
(c) 15 steps off.
(d) 20 steps off.
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Figure 14.

Plots of the output intensity as a function of the input
intensity at various transverse points for Fresnel number=.02.
(a)
(b)
(c)

On-axis point.
5 steps off.
15 steps off.
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I00r

Figure 15.

Plots of the output intensity as a function of the input in
tensity at various transverse points for Fresnel number=.2.
The arrows in (c) and (d) show the directions of the bistable
traces. Note the inverted switching in (c) due to selffocusing.
(a) On-axis point.
(b) 2 steps off.
(c) 4 steps off.
(d) 8 steps off.
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Figure 16.

Plots of the output intensity as a function of the input in
tensity at various transverse points for Fresnel number=20.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

On-axis
3 steps
6 steps
7 steps
at step

point.
off.
off.
off. Note that the device is no longer bistable
7.

diffraction so that the cavity no longer responds as a unit.

Note that

diffraction is so weak that the cutoff between the "on" ring and the
"off" ring is very sharp.

Also note that the parts of the device which

switch on do not do so at the same increment in input intensity.

This

leads to the slow on and off switching present in the integrated plot.
There is another effect occurring in these calculations, and
that is self-focusing.

In the small effective Fresnel number limit,

diffraction is large enough to overcome the effect of self-focusing, and
the output beam is wider than the input beam.

At the high effective

Fresnel number limit, self-focusing effects are very small.

This was

determined by reversing the sign of the cavity and atomic detunings from
the laser (which then should lead to self-defocusing) and noting that
the beam did not change any in shape.

This indicated that focusing/

defocusing did not affect the beam profile.

In cases between the effec

tive Fresnel number limits, self-focusing did have a noticeable effect.
In the case of
in Fig. 15c.

self-focusing caused the inverted switching seen

As the device switched on, the intracavity intensity was

large enough for self-focusing to occur, which drew energy into the
center of the beam, thereby decreasing the intensity of the neighboring
points.

When the signs of the detunings were reversed as discussed

above, the beam became shorter and broader, and the inverted switching
disappeared and was replaced by normal switching out past the 1%-ofmaximum-input point.

For the Fg££=2 case, the self-focusing conditions

produced the jumbled output discussed earlier.

When the transverse

profile was investigated, it was seen that the device would switch on
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partially, much as in the Fg^=20 case.

However, the high intensity-

portion of the output profile was not smooth, but had large oscillations
in it.

These oscillations did not reach a steady state, but rather

traded energy between them, one peak growing while the other died down,
then vice-versa.

It was because of these transient oscillations that

the output of the calculations did not reach steady state.

When the

signs of the detunings were reversed, leading to defocusing, the effects
disappeared, and a broader, shorter profile with no oscillations was
seen.

The device then exhibited normal bistability down to about 5% of

peak input, and the rest of the device was not bistable.
A final point can be seen from the figures.

As the effective

Fresnel number was increased, the intensity required for switch up, as
determined from the integrated plots, was reduced.

However, the quality

of the bistable loop was also affected.

Conclusions
The simulations have shown an interesting dependence of bi
stability on Fresnel number.

The value of

plete beam switching and high transmission.

seems best for com
If the effective Fresnel

number is too large, the device as a whole exhibits poor bistable loops.
For small effective Fresnel number, the device shows good bistable loops.
However, neighboring bistable devices in integrated optics would have to
be separated by many diameters to prevent overlapping due to diffraction.
The effect of self-defocusing is to couple the device together more
strongly, except at high effective Fresnel numbers.

Therefore,

self-defocusing is preferable over self-focusing in causing the device
to respond as a unit.

CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENT IN OPTICAL BISTABILITY

Description of the Experiment
The purpose of the experiment was to investigate how far in the
transverse direction an optically bistable device switches on.

Due to a

variety of reasons, the parameters of the experiment were not those in
vestigated in the theory.

This was thought not to be extremely detri

mental, however, since it seemed reasonable that the device would switch
on or off in essentially the same manner regardless of the specifics of
the device.

The primary difference between the simulations and the

experiment is that the two operate in different limits of the theory.
The simulations, as noted earlier, adiabatically eliminated the atomic
medium under the concept that the medium was fast with respect to the
field.

The device used in the experiment, however, functioned in the

other limit.

Here, the field was fast with respect to the material

parameters, and therefore the field followed the material parameters.
The device used in the experiment was made from GaAs and coated
with 90% (approximately) reflectivity dielectric coatings (see Fig. 17).
The device was approximately 5y in length.
strate also made of GaAs.

It was supported by a sub

A hole was etched in the substrate about 1mm

in diameter to allow optical input.

The hole size was much bigger than

the spot size of the input beam, which was about 10y.
60

These dimensions,
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Sample

Substrate

Figure 17.

Sketch of sample used in bistability experiment.
The ruling at the bottom is a millimeter scale.
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combined with a measured finesse of about 8, gave an effective Fresnel
number (as defined in Chapter 3) of about 3.
The bistability mechanism in GaAs depends upon the exciton
characteristics of the material.

The excitons are created by absorption

of light quanta and contribute to the absorptive and refractive proper
ties of the material.

The exciton absorption can be saturated because

as more excitons are created, the orbits begin to overlap thereby
shielding the Coulomb attraction between the electron-hole pair, destroy
ing the exciton.

As the exciton absorption saturates, the contribution

to the refractive index changes.

Hence a GaAs cavity changes its trans

mission peak as the excitonic contribution saturates, giving rise to
dispersive bistability as discussed in Chapter 3.
The experimental set-up used is shown in Fig. 18.

The Krypton

laser was used as the pumping source for the dye laser, which used
oxazine 750 perchlorate as the lasing material.

The dye laser was useful

because it could be tuned, which was a necessity with the bistable device
used.

The surface roughness of the device reduced the finesse from a

theoretical value of 30 to about 16, and background absorption further
reduced it to about 8.
The output of the dye laser is continuous wave.

As a result it

was necessary to insert an acousto-optic modulator to form a pulse that
traces out the bistability hysteresis loop.
the input pulse.
to the sample.

A diode detector monitored

A beam expander and lens permitted tight focusing on

The sample was held in a vacuum within a dewar filled

with liquid nitrogen (77°K).

Cooling the sample was necessary to observe
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Figure 18.

Experimental set-up.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.

Krypton Pump Laser
Dye Laser
Acousto-Optic Modulator
Folding Mirror
Diode Detector
Beam Splitter
Beam Expander
Lens
GaAs Sample
Beam Splitter
Photomultiplier Tube Detector
Small Aperture on X-Y-Z Translation Stage
Photomultiplier Tube Detector

the exciton characteristics of the medium.

On the output side of the

sample, a lens was used to focus the output onto a small aperture in
front of a two inch diameter photomultiplier tube (8852).

The beam

splitter allowed part of the sample output to go to a large aperture
detector to integrate the output over the transverse dimension.

The

rest of the output from the sample was monitored through the small aper
ture mounted on an x-y-z translation stage.
in diameter.

The aperture used was 15p

This size was found to be about 1/5 the full-width at half

maximum of the image of the output beam at the aperture.
magnified 7x.)

(The beam was

Hence, the aperture was small compared with the size of

the beam at the aperture.
After the apparatus was aligned and the sample output focused on
the small-aperture detector, the aperture was centered on the peak of the
sample output.

Neutral density filters were placed in the beam as needed

to prevent the detector from saturating.

A photograph of the oscillo

scope display of the output pulse viewed through the small detector was
taken, and the location of the detector aperture was recorded.

Then the

aperture was translated in a transverse direction, the output pulse was
photographed again, and the location of the aperture was recorded.

This

procedure was repeated until the input had fallen off to less than 2% of
its peak value.

The center of the pulse was again found and measured to

ensure that it had not changed radically.

The aperture was then trans

lated along the same direction but in the opposite sense to the original
translation, and the series of photographs was repeated.

The process was

then repeated for a direction perpendicular to the original direction.

The results of the measurements are shown in Fig. 19 and in Figs.
20-23.

Figure 19 shows the input and output profile as measured at the

small aperture detector.

The input profile was measured by decreasing

the intensity of the input below the switch-on level of the device so
that no bistability effects could be seen.

The plots in Fig. 19 show

the input peak normalized to the peak of the output.

Note the secondary

peaks located on either side of the main peak on both the input and out
put.

No spatial filtering was done to remove them since they were small

compared to the peak values.
Figures 20-23 show the output pulse and bistability loop at
various transverse points.

From these figures, it can be seen that when

switch-up occurs, it occurs at least out to a radius where the input has
fallen to 2% of its peak value.

Also, it appears that the entire device

switches at the same input intensity.

This would suggest that diffrac

tion, which couples the transverse parts of the beam, is strong enough
that the entire device acts as a unit.

These results are qualitatively

similar to the results obtained from the simulations in Chapter 3 for an
effective Fresnel number of a similar order in the defocusing condition.
Note in Figs. 20c and 22c that the transverse locations near the
secondary peaks show inverted switching; the simulations also show in
verted switching in the focusing case.

The cause for inverted switching

is the same as in the simulations, i.e., self-focusing or self-defocusing
In the GaAs sample, the refractive index decreases with increased in
tensity for laser frequencies less than the exciton resonance as is used
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Input and output profiles of the bistable device.
The input was scaled to the peak of the output. The
ordinate is the oscilloscope output in units of milli
volts. The abscissa shows the location of the aper
ture in the transverse dimension with respect to output
beam center. The units are micrometers.
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320r

(MV)

A

Figure 20.

Output of the bistable device at various transverse locations.
The upper curves show the time trace of the output, and the
lower curves show the familiar bistable loop for the same
output.
(a) On-axis point.
(b) 50y off axis.
(c) 100y off axis.
(d) 150y off axis.
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Figure 21.

D

Output of device at various transverse locations, same di
rection as in Figure 20, but opposite sense.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

On-axis point.
25y off axis.
63y off axis.
113y off axis.
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Output of device at various transverse points.
The direction is perpendicular to that shown in Figure 20.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

On-axis point.
50y off axis.
100p off axis.
125y off axis.
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Figure 23.

20t

(MV)

Output of device at various transverse points, same di
rection as in Figure 22, but opposite sense.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

On-axis point.
50y off axis.
88p off axis.
150y off axis.

for bistability.

Therefore, self-defocusing occurs.

moves the secondary peaks away from pulse center.

Self-defocusing

The result is to

reduce the output suddenly when the device suddenly switches on and
there is enough intracavity intensity for self-defocusing to occur.

Conclusions
The results of the first transverse optical bistability experi
ment indicate that a device with an effective Fresnel number on the
order of one switches on as a unit.

The results agree with the simula

tions discussed for the case of Fg££^l with self-defocusing.
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